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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

The world is rapidly changing from one with two military superpowers,

with which most countries were aligned, to one with many smaller military

powers. In this environment, the United Statescannot depend on the availability

of operating bases from which to respond to crises requiring military

intervention. Several studies (e.g. the SAB Global Reach, Global Power Study)

have indicated an increased need to be able to rapidly transport large numbers of

troops and equipment from the continental United States to potential trouble

spots throughout the world. To this end, a Request for Proposals (RFP) for the

concept design of a large aircraft capable of "projecting" a significant military

force without reliance on surface transportation was developed. These design

requirements are listed below.
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-.,- Minimum payload (at 2.5 g maneuver load factor) of 400,000 pounds

- Minimum unfueled range of 6,000 nautical miles

-,- Aircraft must operate from existing domestic air bases and use existing

airbases or sites of opportunity at the destination.

The mission profile outlined in

encompasses the following:

1.

2.

3.

the RFP is shown in Figure I-1.

Warm-up and taxi for 15 minutes

Takeoff and climb to best cruise altitude

Cruise at best altitude and Mach to midpoint
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4. Descend on course and land

5. Taxi/idle for 30 minutes, off load full payload

6. Load 15% of full payload, takeoff and climb to best cruise altitude

7. Return at best cruise altitude and Mach

8. Loiter 15 minutes (15 minutes reserve fuel)

9. Descend, land and taxi 10 minutes

MISSION PROFILE

ALT
/

Climb

/
T/O

Cruise

Oul

Cruise

/ /
Descent Climb Descent

LandlOffload/T/O Land

DISTANCE

Figure I-1

This RFP was acquired after two thirds completion of a previously acquired,

more aggressive and stringent RFP. The Flying Circus Design Team continued

with the originally acquired RFP. In order to maximize the amount of material

that can be transported in 72 hours of continuous operations by a fleet of global

transports based in the United States flying to any location in the world, an

aircraft capable of more than the minimum requirements of the RFP was

necessar 7. To minimize the cost of delivery, a larger aircraft capable of
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transporting twice the payload over twice the range specified in the RFP was

desirable. Thesemore aggressivedesign requirements are listed below:

full

day

Payload of 800,000pounds (at 2.5g maneuver load factor) to include 6 M-

1 tanks, 3 AH-IG helicopters, 20 standardpallets, and 200 troops

~ Cruise speedof .77 Mach at Best Cruise Altitude

Mission Radius:

Fly 6,500 nm with full payload, land and return 6,500 nm with 15% of

load, without refueling

Initial Airfield Critical Field Length of 10,000 feet at sea level, standard

- Midpoint Airfield Critical Field Length of 8,000 feet at 4,000 feet

elevation, at 95 degreesFahrenheit

B. FLYING CIRCUS DESIGN ORGANIZATION

In response to these RFP requirements, a design team for this aircraft,

named Dumbo, was formed at Flying Circus. On this design team, each engineer

had a primary area of responsibility which included their respective area of

expertise, as well as a secondary area of responsibility. The composition and

organization of the Flying Circus design team, including each engineer's

respective areas of responsibility, is shown in Figure I-2.



FLYING CIRCUS DESIGN
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I
I
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I LT MIKE SKELLY]

Configuration
Systems Eng.

Structures Aerodynamics Propulsion Propulsion

Cost;Quality Weights Quality Performance

Quality Performance

Figure 1-2

C. DESIGN GOALS

Prior to developing an initial design, the design team developed a philosophy

upon which subsequent considerations would be based. This philosophy resulted

in four design goals integral to the final conceptual design choice for the Dumbo

aircraft. The first goal was to design Dumbo to maximize mission effectiveness.

It is because of this first goal and the date of receipt of the latest RFP, that

Dumbo's design exceeded all RFP requirements. The second goal was to make

the design as simple as possible. A more complex design may have more

performance capability, but at the expense of higher cost, additional support

'1
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equipment, and more complex operational and maintenance requirements,

including additional training for both the aircrew and maintenance personnel.

The third goal was to keep the total weight to an absolute minimum, given the

aggressive range and payload requirements set by the Flying Circus Design

Team. These goals increased the aircraft's payload and minimum fuel

requirements to figures that are six times greater than any existing aircraft. Any

non-essential weight addition beyond these self-imposed requirements would

result in an exponential weight increase for the overall aircraft. This could

easily result in an aircraft too large and heavy to land at any existing airfield.

The fourth and final goal of the Flying Circus design team was to reduce "gold

plating" to an absolute minimum, as past experience has shown that it seldom

does little more than increase the cost and complexity of the final product.

D. CONSTRAINT DIAGRAM

In the earliest stages of the design process, the only characteristics of the

aircraft that have been clearly defined are the requirements that are set forth in

the RFP. These requirements were used to define specific aircraft characteristics

including thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) and wing loading (W/S) through the use

of a constraint analysis diagram. The diagram plots various required

performance characteristics of the aircraft as a function of thrust-to-weight

(T/W) and wing loading (W/S). The diagram reveals a "solution space". It is

within this solution space that a T/W--W/S combination can be chosen. A

complete description of the constraint analysis diagram and the necessary

performance equations can be found in Reference(28). It should be noted that

the constraint analysis need not be limited to performance parameters.
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Parameters such as maintainability and cost may be included if valid equations

that are a function of T/W and W/S can be found.

In the case of the Dumbo aircraft, initial RFP requirements were limited.

The result was that some assumptions had to be made. It was discovered that

making initial assumptions posed no problems as long as frequent iterations of

the constraint analysis was performed as more defined knowledge of the aircraft

was acquired. The final iteration of the Dumbo aircraft's constraint analysis is

shown in Figure I-3. Note that the plot shows a very wide and relatively flat-

bottomed solution space. From initial assumptions, a W/S of 140 lb/ft^2 was

chosen. This established a starting design point. Through further iterations, it

was found that this wing loading corresponded to a T/W of approximately 0.21.

Note also that a maintainability equation has been included. This equation is

based on data from existing large military bombers and transports. The results

from Figure I-3 were used as the starting point for the detailed conceptual design

of the Dumbo aircraft, outlined in the following sections.
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II. CONFIGURATION/WEIGHT

A. BACKGROUND

The primary challenge in arriving at the Dumbo aircraft's configuration was

meeting the 12,000 nautical mile range requirement at .77 Mach while providing

the capacity to transport and air drop a large, heavy payload. The cruise Mach

number dictated that the aircraft would have six large power plants and the range

required a high L/D ratio, optimal fineness ratio and a minimum wetted area.

B. ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

Prior to developing the initial design, the design team conducted an historical

investigation into the various design considerations of heavy lifter aircraft

previously developed. The aircraft considered included the Lockheed C-5 and

several Boeing aircraft, particularly the 747. Although all previously built

aircraft carried a payload significantly smaller than the one required by the

design team's goals, basic aerodynamic requirements, such as high L/D, payload

capability, minimum drag and thrust-to-weight ratios could be of help in the

design of Dumbo. Specific features of these previous aircraft of interest to the

design team included geometry, cruise speed, service ceiling, wing planform,

gross weight, range and propulsion system. Out of this investigation, the

alternatives given the most attention included :

-- a large conventional aircraft

-- a large canard aircraft

-- a lambda wing/fuselage design

-- a two wing aircraft

-- a three wing aircraft

: _* 10



1. Lambda Wing

This design was inherently suitable for high speeds because of it's

highly swept wing. Initial cost and weight estimates placed it h_avier and more

expensive than the more conventional designs. Had the RFP required an aircraft

significantly faster than the .77 Mach cruise, the lambda wing may have been the

best configuration, Figure II-1.

L mbd Con  g  r ¢fon

i

Figure II- 1
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2. Conventional High Wing/High Tail

Initial calculations gave this design the lowest CDo. This design's

greatest drawback was it's enormous wing span, in excess of L'500 ft., which

increased structural design problems and total aircraft weight, Figure II-2.

I

Co v  ffon f K ff

Figure 1I-2
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3. Canard

Despite this design's advantage of a higher C! max when compared to

the conventional tail design, it still required the same wing span _f 500' ft, Figure

I1-3.

Figure 11-3
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4. Two Wing

The two wing design split the necessary wing area 40/60 between the

forward and aft wings respectively. This resulted in a much sn_'aller wing span

(approximately 250 ft) and utilized a higher aspect ratio. The higher aspect ratio

resulted in higher induced drag. Initial calculations also showed it to have a CDo

higher than the conventional design, Figure 1I-4.

Figure II-4
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5. Three Wing

This design used three high aspect ratio wings (AR=IO} to evenly split

the required wing area. This design resulted in a wing span slightly greater than

the two wing configuration (approximately 300 ft) but did not have the high

induced drag problem of the two wing design. Structural integrity of the

forward two wings was enhanced by sweeping the middle wing forward to join

with the forward wing. This design showed promise though it's initial CDo

calculation was a little higher than the conventional design. A major drawback

with this design was modeling and calculating the aerodynamic interference

between the aircraft's wings, Figure 11-5.

r IIII II III

Thre Co ffgurmfo 

!

Figure 11-5
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C. DUMBO CONFIGURATION

1. Final Design Configuration

The configuration decided on for Dumbo was actually a hybrid of some

of the designs considered (Figure II-6). The required wing area was divided

between the main wing and a large canard/wing, 80/20, respectively. This design

gave the higher CI advantages of having a canard. With the canard and an aspect

ratio of 10, the main wing span was reduced to 478 ft. CDo was only slightly

higher than the conventional design and initial weight calculations showed it

comparable to the conventional design. After examining taper ratios, sweep

angles, and wing thickness, a supercfitical 14% thick airfoil, swept 17 degrees

with a 0.41 taper ratio was chosen for both the main wing and canard wing.

2. Fuselage

The fuselage design was primarily driven by the cargo area and

delivery requirements. The need to carry M-1A Main Battle Tanks drove the

floor strength requirements as each tank produces a loading of more than a ton

per square foot where the tracks rest. The need to carry AH-IG Cobra

helicopters dictated a minimum cargo area height of 14 ft. Using a cargo floor

33 ft. wide allowed for four standard sized cargo lanes, or two M-IA tanks to be

placed side by side. This width also allowed for oversized items.

A second deck was placed above the main cargo deck, capable of

carrying 250 combat troops and cargo. It could also be configured to carry

cargo only. The forward portion of the upper deck consists of the flight deck

and crew compartment. Air drop requirements are met using a rear fuselage

ramp opening. To meet the one hour on load and off load specification, an

opening with ramp at the front of the aircraft was desired.

16
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Figure II-6
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Several configurations for the front loading scheme were analyzed

(Figure II-7), and the raised cab, visor nose was deemed to be the simplest and

least expensive, though a fairly significant amount of unusable space will exist in
t_

the nose.

Front Loading Schemes

FUIt SWING NOSE RAISED CAB, SWING NOSE

RAISED CAB, VISOR NOSE

Figure 11-7

3. Vertical Tail

The vertical tail was initially sized to provide enough directional

authority to compensate for the asymmetric thrust of all three engines on one

side inoperative in an approach configuration.
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4. Engines

Six unducted, high bypass turbo fans mounted to the underside of the

main wing, power the aircraft. Two independent APU's provide air

conditioning, electrical and hydraulic power when the main engines are not

running; as well as high volume air for the main engines' starters.

5. Landing Gear

The aircraft rests on six main struts and two nose struts. The main

struts have ten tires each and the nose struts eight tires each. All the landing gear

retracts forward into enclosed bays, are equipped with brakes, independent

steering, and "kneels" approximately five ft.

6. Materials

The construction of Dumbo will be chiefly composite. All the main

structures will be designed to make the most of the state of the art in composite

technology. Certain structures, such as the landing gear and hydraulic actuators,

will be constructed of more classic materials, including steel and aluminum.

Many of the highly localized stresscomponents, such at attachment points and

hinge parts will be an optimized combination of metals and composites.

7. Cockpit

The flight crew of the Dumbo consists of a pilot, copilot, flight

engineer, navigator and two load masters. Since dumbo is designed to operate

over great distances requiring long flights, accommodations for an entire second

crew is provided on board. The flight deck haspilot, copilot, flight engineer and

navigator positions. Excellent visibility will be afforded through large wind

screens incorporating HUDS. The pilot and copilot have fully redundant

controls and displays. Displays consist of CRT's with operator selectable

19



instruments/displays. Navigational information from an inertial platform,

directional and rate gyros, GPS receiver, TACAN, VOR, and ILS receivers, all

feed into the main navigation computer. The navigation computer is capable of

navigating, point to point anywhere in the world, in all three dimensions. When

coupled with the flight control computers, the navigation computer can fly the

aircraft from takeoff to landing, choosing the best altitude based on wind and

total aircraft weight.

Pilot control inputs are received by Dumbo's two independent flight

control computers which agree how best to configure Dumbo's flight controls to

provide the aircraft movement input by the pilot. The flight control computers

receive position and motion feedback directly from the navigation sub-systems

and provides feedback to the pilot's control yoke and rudder pedals. The flight

control computers also provide steering inputs to each of the aircraft's landing

gear struts. Control signals travel along two physically separatedfiber optic data

cables to its respective actuator. In the event of any actuator failures, the flight

control computer will be capable of compensating with the remaining controls in

a manner astransparently aspossible to the pilot.

The flight control computer will have similar capabilities with respect

to engine power settings v,.hen given throttle control; that is, the ability to

compensate for the loss of power from one or more engines in a manner as

transparent to the pilot as possible.

D. WEIGHT

The component weights were estimated using statistical techniques from

Reference (21). Composites were utilized where ever possible. The empty

weight (no crew, fuel or payload) was 1.5 million pounds with a center of

20



gravity (CG) of 134.8 ft (datum taken from five feet forward of the nose). The

maximum gross weight of the aircraft was four million pounds with a CG of

145.7 ft. Dumbo carries 1.7 million pounds of fuel (JP-4) and could be

expanded if necessaryfor larger range. Table II-1 lists the weight and location

break down for the takeoff configuration. Figures 11-8and 9 show various CG

travel with configuration changeand rough CG limits versus aircraft weight.

The allowable CG travel was calculated at takeoff and zero fuel weight

conditions. The limits were basedon maximum expected values of canard and

wing lift capabilities. At takeoff the CG travel limits are 141-157 feet aft of

datum, and at the empty weight the CG travel is 110-165 feet aft of datum. As

can be seen in Figure 1I-9, the CG will always be within limits. The largest shift

of CG occurs as the 60,000 lb drop is completed and this is also well within

limits. The limits were calculated without the use of an automatic fuel transfer

system that will continually adjust fuel loading to keep CG travel to a minimum.
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III. AERODYNAMICS

A. DESIGN GOALS

The primary goal was to design the most cost-effective long range transport,

capable of carrying a sufficient payload to meet transport and deployment

requirements in the 21 st century.

B. DESIGN RESULTS

1. Wing Shape Selection

Given the target cruise Mach of .77 and the high L/D required, it was

clear that a wing with a significant wing sweep and a high aspect ratio would be

necessary. Too much sweep however would result in dramatic weight increase.

The decision was made to use only a moderate wing sweep and to eliminate any

drag divergence problems encountered with a supercritical airfoil. The high

aspect ratio was also of some concern from a weight standpoint, but keeping K

low and the resulting lift curve slope high was of more importance. Based on

preliminary weight calculations, Table III-1, an L/D of approximately 21 was

found to be necessary if the aircraft was going to be capable of flying the mission

profile over the specified range and payload, Reference (21). To achieve an

L/D of 21, an aspect ratio of 10 was required Reference (21). This aspect ratio,

and initial take-off weight estimate (4,000,000 pounds vice 3,636,000 derived in

Table III-1 was used to initially provide conservative numbers that could later be

refined.) A wing leading edge sweep of 17 degrees resulted in a critical Mach

number above the design point.
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PRELIMINARY TAKEOFF WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

START=
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Table I!I- l
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2. Airfoil Selection

As with most transonic aircraft, the Dumbo will operate in a flight

regime where proper airfoil selection is critical to performance. An airfoil was
t_

needed that would, 1) be thick enough to save weight and store the" required

fuel, 2) limit the large wing sweep usually associated with transonic aircraft,

thereby saving weight, and 3) possess a high CI max. Based on the above

requirements, it was clear that a supercritical airfoil was necessary. Tile NASA

SC(2)-0714 airfoil was chosen for the aircraft. The airfoil is shown ill Figure

III-1. The supercritical airfoil will allow less wing sweep (due to a higher

divergent Mach number) and a thicker wing, both of which result in a savings in

weight. This means less fuel required and lower operating costs. Wing thickness

was selected based on the volume of fuel required to perform the 12,000 nautical

mile mission and the decision to utilize a supercritical airfoil.
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3. Lift Curve Slope

Analysis of the Dumbo lift curve slope was performed in accordance

with the procedures outlined in References (18) and (21). The lift curve slope

improved with increasing Mach number due to compressibility effects. The

Dumbo aircraft had lift curve slopes of 5.04/rad at Mach -- 0.20, 5.51/rad at

Mach = 0.50 and 6.57/rad at Mach= 0.75.

4. High Lift Devices

In order to make takeoff and landing speeds slow enough to operate

with current runway lengths, a C1 max of at least 3.0 was required. In order

to achieve this CI max, leading/trailing edge flaps were required in combination

with a super critical airfoil. Preliminary estimations show that trailing edge

devices increase the maximum lift coefficient by 0.71 and leading edge devices

increase the maximum lift coefficient by 0.32. It should be noted that although

this preliminary design includes leading edge flaps, further investigation into the

feasibility of slats is recommended. Figure III-2 shows the lift-curve slope

including high lift devices.
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Figure 11I-2

5. CDo Calculation

CDo was calculated as given in Table III-2 at cruise altitude and Mach.

The methodology was from Reference(18). The calculated CDo of 0.011, is

reasonable (but perhaps a little low) and should remain constant over the

intended subsonic flight regime.
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CDo Calculation

CDo CALCULATIONS FOR CANARD CONFIGURATION

_COEFFICIENTS
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CDo B=
CDo HT=
CDO VT=

nEc=

CF=

50.7777778
111513124

O.O020961g

. ._ M.D.A_.(.CT_,,C_R.)..........
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CH()FID :

RE USING MAC 1:...........
SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT USING RE

CDo W= 0.0055273

Table Ill-2
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F_bo6,,icuia,io,

CDo CALCULATION FOR ISOLATED BODY | ....
................. L ............ /

REb= 70"2752294. - R_:ij_i-_i_B6_YLEhe--TH[
CF b- 0.00164 | 73 SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT USING RE

Ibd= 8.64864865 .... FINENESS RATION _.____)__...........
CDo F= 0.03547063 .... C_ FRl-_IO'lq- B"ODY J..........

_CD_obp_.= I 0 CDo BASE PRESSURE-BODY
CDo BF- 0.03547063 BODY CDo .(Based on honlal area) ....
SB= ! 075. | 7838 BODY FRONTAL AREA ] .............
SW!, 0.29669722 LEADING EDGE SWEEP tN RADIANS
CTA= 78.7231866 - TI--PCHORD PRIME
CRA= 38.723 ! 866 FIoo'r CHORD PRIME

Sil_= ____ 24720 WING PLANFORM AREA

..... l ....

.... CDo_B= . 6.66i_i_'7T

CDo CALCULATION FOR ISOLATED HORIZONTAL TAIL

M/_CT- 25.38BBBBg MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD (.r/,iL_....

,F-T= 0.0023 ! 286 COEFFICIENT_OF F_RIC_.rlO.N(.rAIL)_
_CDo..,.ha= 0.0060_9861 .C__Do.BASED.O_N.S.a.p_(_TA/L) ........
Sap_h= t 3248 HORIZONT AL TAIL PLANFORM AREA

CDo CALCULATION FOR ISOLATED VERTICAL "rAIL

i ............................. _I I '-amy= 0.5 LAMDA VERTICAL .rAIL _C__V.'_R;_I
MACV,; ...... 77.7777778 --M_:_,N/_ERODYNAMIC CHORI_ VERT..rAI
_:v= ...........i7-__ .__ ij_i_i__,_,- .......J._.:._:_ _i:.
_cr_y. o.ooI_7_
CDo va= 0.0052122

Sap v.=_..... 3750.05791

-1

FRICTION COEFFICIENT USING REv

VER.rICALTAIL PLANFORM AREA

......_-.._.'.I/_:_-:::::_I:.'_.i...
CDo .v:r_=....I 0"0007907 ..............

I
6._i ii_igL

Table 111-2(con't)
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5. Drag Polars

The linearized drag polar for the Dumbo aircraft in ihe clean

configuration is shown in Figure 111-2. The drag polar uses the assumed Oswald

efficiency factor of 0.8 and a CDo of 0.013. The chart was used to predict drag

values at various phases of flight. This aided in the deiermination of propulsion

requirements. Also included is the linearized drag polar for the Dumbo aircraft

in the landing configuration, Figure 11I-3.
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IV. PROPULSION

A. INTRODUCTION

The performance of an)' aircraft is determined by the capabilities of the

engine selected for incorporation into the airframe. Therefore it is vital that the

power plant selected for the Dumbo global transport be capable of operation

throughout the flight envelope required by the mission specifications.

Power plant selection for the Dumbo was performed in three steps. First

the flight regime of the aircraft was determined via the request for proposal

(RIP) and the overall design objectives for the aircraft. Second, suitable power

plant options were investigated in order to determine which types of engines

would meet the design goals. Last, the design of the power plant including prop-

fan sizing and core gas turbine design were accomplished in accordance with

References (22) and (28).

1. Flight Requirements

The flight regime of the Dumbo transport as stated in the RFP were

to fly 6500 nm with full payload at a cruise Mach number of 0.77, land and

return with a 15% full load ,_vith out refueling as its primary mission. The

secondary mission is to fly 8000 to 12000 nm at 75% full payload, land and

return empty with out refueling. The constraint analysis determined that the

takeoff thrust to weight ratio was 0.22 with an estimated take off gross weight of

4,000,000 lbs, resulting in a take off thrust requirement of 880,000 lbf. In order

to keep aircraft weight down, the structural loading to a minimum and keep the

thrust per engine to a realistic value for the target date, the decision was to limit

the aircraft to 6 engines. Therefore each engine would be required to produce
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146,700 lbf of thrust at take-off. This coupled with the RFP requirement for

long range dictates that the power plant would require a high thrust output with a

low cruise specific fuel consumption (sfc). It was determined that there were no

current power plants in existence that met these requirements, therefore a new

engine was designed for this aircraft.

The power plant options available were turbo jet, turbo prop, turl_o

fan and unducted prop-fans. The mission requirements of low SFC and a cruise

Mach number of 0.77 eliminated the turbo jet and the turbo prop. Therefore the

comparison was limited to turbo fan and unducted prop- fans.

2. Power Plant Selection

Various studies have indicated that there is a large performance

advantage at cruise speeds up to Mach 0.8 for advanced high speed prop-fan

aircraft as compared to high bi-pass ratio turbo fans. These advantages will

result in large block fuel savings, reduced life cycle costs and improved range

for both civil and military aircraft Reference (1).

The two power plants compared were a turbo fan with a bi-pass

ratio of 20 and an unducted prop-fan(UDF). Figure IV-1 shows the cruise SFC

for each at a Mach number of 0.77 and an altitude of 35,000 ft. Clearly the UDF

displays a significant fuel savings over the turbo fan. Therefore the UDF power

plant was determined to be the best choice to meet the range requirement of the

Dumbo global transport.
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3. Power Plant Design

a. Core

The UDF selected for Dumbo was based on the new General Electric

GE-90B1 turbofan engine from Reference (6). The GE-90B1 has a sea level

maximum power specific fuel consumption value of 0.278. It is shown that

UDF's offer a 15 to 30% reduction in SFC. Because the GE engine is new, a

15% reduction is believed possible. Another 10% reduction in sfc is deemed

possible through technology improvements by the year 2015.

Using Mattingly's ONX/OFFX program and a target sfc of 0.213,

the UDF was modeled after a turbo prop. The final core engine design has a

maximum pressure ratio of 45, an sfc of 0.2099 and a compressor frontal area of

6.7 sqft.

b. Fan

The next step was the sizing of the prop-fan blades to meet the thrust

requirements of Dumbo. The only design data available was supplied by

Reference (22) which contains parametric data for a single disc 10 blade prop-

fan. Utilizing this data and the thrust requirements an initial size for the fan

diameter was computed to be approximately 34.6 ft. which seemed quite

excessive. Therefore a counter rotating prop-fan was examined to try to reduce

disc diameter.

A counter-rotating prop-fan _,CRP) would allow for increased disc

loadings and higher propulsive efficiency levels. The CRP efficiency is

improved not only by reducing the load on each blade but by eliminating swirl

energy losses which is captured by the second disc, Reference (8). There was no
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data available on how to size a CRP therefore an assumption was made based on

NASA's prop-fan in which a 30% reduction in diameter was achieved by adding

a second counter-rotating disc, Reference (8). Therefore the overall diameter of

Dumbo's prop-fan was reduced to 24.2 ft. Another benefit to the double 10

bladed configuration is noise reduction. The noise levels are lower than FAR 25

stage 3 restrictions, -ldB for sideline, -5dB for take-off and -4dB for approach,

Reference (25).

Figures IV-2 and IV-3 show the relationship of diameter to disc

loading for a range of tip speeds for t_e off and cruise in order to optimize the

performance of the prop-fans. At sea level take-off conditions the prop-fan will

have a disc loading of approximately 120 SHP/D^2 and a tip speed of 800 fps.

For cruise, a disc loading of 36 SHP/D^2 and a tip speed of 789fps are optimum.

Figure IV-4 shows the expected propulsive efficiency versus disc loading for the

Dumbo transport. The thrust output versus Mach number and altitude is shown

in Figure IV-5. Figure IV-6 denotes the military thrust sfc as a function of

Mach number and altitude. Figure IV-7 shows the over all specifications of the

engine selected.
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PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY vs DISC LOADING
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SPECIFICATION DUMBO ENGINE

Weight (ibs) 11300

Thrust (ibs) 150000

40-45Bypass Ratio

SFC (SL, static) .2099

Disc Loading 120

(shp/ft 2)

No. of Blades 10 x i0

Nacelle Diameter (ft) 4.5

Fan Diameter (ft) 24

Counter

Rotating
Fans

II

Gear 18 Stage Burner 2 Stage
Box Compressor HPT

6 Stage
LPT

Figure IV-7
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V. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A. STRUCTURES

1. Design Goals

The structural design loads were delineated by the RFP. The aircraft

was to be capable of carrying large payloads while at the same time having a

substantial range in order to service bases located throughout the world.

Additionally, the aircraft had to be able to withstand a 2.5g loading.

2. Materials

A large portion of the aircraft structure was chosen to be composites,

primarily due to composites ability to reduce aircraft weight while maintaining

high directional strength. Additional benefits of composites are their substantial

fatigue resistance and low susceptibility to corrosion. The higher cost of these

advanced materials is balanced by the need for fewer components due to unitized

construction.

3. V-N Diagram

The V-N diagram, Figure V-1 for Dumbo at sea level and weighing

four million pounds was computed per MIL-A-8861B and RFP requirements.

The lift equation was used to construct the left hand boundary of the operations

envelope. This equation can be written in the form of load factor (n) as a

function of velocity. Velocity to never exceed (Vne) was calculated by

multiplying cruise speed by 1.25(0.9 Mach). The point where the limit load

meets the maximum lift curve is called the maneuvering speed and is

approximately 385 fps, or 227 KEAS. The stall speed line corresponds to an

equivalent airspeed of 198 fps (117 KEAS).
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Another consideration in developing Dumbo's operating envelope was

gust loading. Gust loads were applied at three points on the V-N diagram in

accordance with MIL-A-8861. The gust envelope for the aircraft was

completely within the operating envelope; therefore the operating envelope

becamethe constraint diagram for structural design.
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4. Wing Design

An analysis was conducted of the wing in order to determine the forces

and stresses encountered during flight. Three conditions were looked at: 1) at

rest on the ground, 2) at cruise Mach and altitude, and 3) at the aircraft's

ultimate load (3.75g) while at cornering speed. Obviously the largest loads were

encountered at 3.75g and this is what the aircraft's structure was designed to

withstand.

First, a simple analysis of the airfoil was conducted. The following

charts, Figure V-2 andFigure V-3 show the spanwise lift distribution and the

chordwise Cp profile.

Detailed shear and moment diagrams were constructed for the three

conditions discussed earlier. The most critical ones are shown below as Figures

V-4 and Figure V-5.

From these charts, the maximum moment is shown to occur at the wing

root at a value of approximately 3.75 x 10^8 ft-lbs with a maximum shear value

of approximately 4.3 x 10A6 lbs. Also from the information shown, it can be

determined how the values decrease toward the wing tip. This information was

then used to size the wing spars with a varying cross-sectional area such as the

one shown in Figure V-6. This concept resulted in a saving in weight while

maintaining sufficient structural integrity.
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NODE ANALYSIS OF WING ROOT

INITIAL AREA = 3.75 ft^2

mDecreasing are_

ROOT _f TIP

Figure V-6

5. Fuselage Structure

The fuselage was designed to optimize strength in all areas with a

maximum occurring at the most critical areas such as the attachment points for

the wings, canards, cargo bay doors and the landing gear. An attempt was made

to utilize composites v, herever possible in order to reduce the aimrcraft weight as

much as feasible. This consideration contributes a great deal 'to the aircraft's

cost, as more weight means higher cost. A more detailed analysis will be

conducted in the next phase.
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B. LANDING GEAR

The main gear struts are located 167 feet from the datum (10 ft aft of the

C.G. limit). To accommodate this location, a secondary frame was added aft of

the rear spar frame w'ith the landing gear loads transmitted forward to the rear

wing spar. The nose gear was placed 120 ft forward of the main gear, 57 ft aft

of the aircraft nose and mounted to the main trunnion of the aft side of the

canard's rear spar.

These locations provided for a maximum static main gear load of 91.6%

weight and a minimum 8.4% static nose gear load. This nose gear placement

provided a 20.4% maximum static nose gear load when the aircraft is at its

forward C.G. limit. These weighi distributions follow the guidelines set by

Ref(10) The nose gear dynamic load or max braking nose gear load was

determined to be 27.3c/c during a 10 ft/sec^2 deceleration braking. The tipover

angle is 54 degrees and the tip back angle is 13 degrees. These are within the

limits set by Refence(10) of a tipover angle less than 63 degrees for land based

aircrafl and a tip back angle of 12-15 degrees for landing considerations. Figure

V-7 is a schematic of rotation and tipover specification limits. Figure V-8 is a

view of the gear placement on the aircraft.

The following information was used for tire selection"

Maximum gross weight

Maximum main gear load

Maximum nose gear load (static)

Maximum nose gear load (dynamic)

Maximum speed of aircraft on ground

= 4,000,000 lb

= 3,664,000 lb

= 832,000 lb

- 1,000,000 lb

= 175 mph
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The tire size was calculated to be 50 X 20 inflated to 210 psi and capable of

handling a load of 61,200 lbs at that pressure.

The main gear landing stroke was calculated using Refrence (10) equations:

St = tire deflection under N times static load, ft

S

nt =

ns =

N=

N cg

W=

L =

V=

vertical wheel travel, ft

tire efficiency, assumed to be 0.47

shock strut efficiency assumed to be 0.80

landing gear load factor

= load factor of the c.g.

aircraft weight_ lb

lift, lb

sink speed, ft/sec

N c.g. = 1 + N (for FAR transport aircraft)

(St x ntx N x W) + (S x ns x N x W) = (W x VA2 / 2g) + (W-L)(S+St)

These calculations result in a strut travel of 13.2 in. for the main gear during

a 10 ft/sec sink rate and a 1.5 landing gear load factor. Due to the large gross

weight of the aircraft, six main struts are needed each containing 10 tires, and

two nose struts each having eight tires. Views of the landing gear are provided

in Figure V-9.

Additional features of the landing gear include the following: double acting

shock absorbers to improve load handling, a kneeling system to lower the

fuselage to ease cargo loading, a crosswind positioning system that rotates the

wheels 20 degrees left or right to enable the aircraft to land in a severe

crosswind without last minute correction of the fuselage heading, and an auto-

jacking system to facilitate tire replacement by eliminating required auxiliary

equipment.

¢-
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VI. PERFORMANCE

A. PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

For all performance characteristics, it has been assumed standard day unless

otherwise noted. Additionally, all results were generated for the clean

configuration only with the obvious exception of the takeoff and landing phases

of flight.

1. Thrust Required

The thrust required for the Dumbo at four altitudes between sea level

and 35,000 feet are show in Figure VI-1. It is evident from the figure that

variation of thrust required with altitude agrees with theory. The calculated

thrust required curves were used to generate other performance characteristics

such as power required and rate of climb.
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2. Power Required and Power Available

Dumbo power required and power available curves at sea level, 15,000

ft and 35,000 ft are shown in Figures VI-2, VI-3 and VI-4. Note that two power

available lines are shown on each graph. The solid line represents the power

available predicted by theory. The dashed line represents actual power available.

It is clear that the theoretical prediction is valid only until approximately Mach

equals 0.5. With increase in speed, the difference between theoretical and actual

becomes quite significant. This is irnportant because power available directly

relates to excess power which in turn is instrumental in defining other

performance characteristics such as rate of climb. Note also that the power

required due to drag divergence is not included in this analysis.
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3. Climb Performance

Dumbo rate of climb at sea level and 15,000 ft. is shown in Figure Vl-

5. Rate of climb plots were generated at various altitudes until a service ceiling

(rate of climb < 100 fpm) was established, it was determined the Dumbo

aircraft will have a service ceiling of approximately 40,000 ft.
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4. Range and Endurance

Range and endurance predictions are shown in Figures VI-6 and VI-7

respectively. The range plot shows variation in range with Mach number at four

altitudes between sea level and 35,000 ft. The endurance plot shows variation in

endurance with Mach number at 35,000 ft. only. While these predictions exceed

the requirements of the RFP, they are considered necessary to meet the

aggressive deployment schedule anticipated during a national emergency.
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5. Takeoff and Landing

Because of tile physical characteristics of the Dumbo aircraft, il was

necessary to limit aircraft rotation to no more than 12 degrees. Thi_ angle of

rotation is sufficient because best angle of climb was approximately I0 degrees.

References (5), (21) and (23) provided schematics and distance equations

necessary for takeoff and landing. Takeoff and landing schematics are show in

Figures Vl-8 and VI-9 w'hile takeoff and landing distances are shown in Tables

VI-1 and VI-2.
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Takeoff Dislances

(.GW = 4. oM LB)
S G flee9

S R (feet)

SIR (tee0to50'

STotaI (feel)

STD Day

5819

720

7294

7R_3

!!o! Day (90°F)

6722

720

1325

8767

Table Vl- l

"-..%

• I I .'>....._ ___,, v,o
/ I 'r_r"--_ .

Figure VI-9

L a n d i n gDistances

(GW = 3.oM LB)

S a (feet)
Sr r(feet)

S B (feet) to50'

Siota I (feet)

s]:D bay llot Day (9_F)

1321 1314

221 221

7256 7861

8798 9396

Table VI-2
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Another important characteristic during the takeoff phase is critical

field length. Critical field length can be defined as the shortest runway that

allows a safe abort with a single engine failure or continued takeoff at all time

during the takeoff roll. The critical field length was computed to be 8,675 ft (std

day) and 9,570 ft. (hot day).
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VII. STABILITY AND CONTROL

A. INTRODUCTION

The stability and control analysis combines many elements of the design

process. These include: the physical sizing, configuration, control surfaces,

aerodynamic and structural design. All of these factors must be determined

prior to completing a thorough static and dynamic stability analysis. The

analysis itself determines whether an 5, redesign is necessary to ensure stability

and controllability during all flight conditions. The following assumptions were

made:

-- Linearized, small perturbation theory.

-- Small aircraft deviations about a steady flight condition.

-- No coupling between the longitudinal and lateral equations of motion.

The equations of motion used are set forth in Reference (20). The stability

and control derivatives were estimated from procedures set forth in Reference

(10), (11) and (18). The derivatives required are listed in Table VIl-la and b

and are shown as compared to the C-5A cargo aircraft.

B. STATIC STABILITY

1. Longitudinal

Longitudinal stability requires a positive zero lift pitching moment,

Cmo, and a negative pitching moment, Cm_. Cmo must be positive in order for

the aircraft to be trimmed at positive angles of attack. A negative Cm,x ensures a

restoring moment to the aircraft when either an upward or downward gust is

encountered. Both conditions have been met for this design.
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C L

c.,

c_

c_

Cmc,

Cmc/

CLq

C _.8 •

C_8•

Cm_ •

Cz,_

Mach = 0.2

2,09

.182

5.04

,843

-.703

.003

0

-6.76

4,83

' .41

-O18

-1.1

Mach= 0.77

.675

.0307

6.57

.355

-.916

,071

0

-8.B2

6,31

38

-.014

-1,0

0

C-5A

1.29

.145

6.08

.622

-.827

-8_3

-23,2

,385

-1.6

0
J

LONGITUDINAl. STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Table Vll-la
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CyF

C_t-

C1p

Cnp

C_r

_nr

C}'It

CYo •

C]l,

Clef,

Cnl z

Cnls

Mach= 0.2

-,22

.51

.26

-209

-.55

522

.087

-26

-.09

073

.008

.001

-.018

Mach = 0.77

-.21

,164

.26

-.062

-,53

,169

.009

-.084

-.012

.068

.021

.0014

-.017

C-5A

-,77

-.123

-458

29

.075

-098

-293

211

-.0044

0209

089

-. 106

.OOgl

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Table VII- 1b
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Static margin is also an important estimator of longitudinal static

stability. In most designs, it is desirable to have a stick fixed static margin of

approximately 5%. For this design, there is a 13.8% static margin.

2. LateraI-Direclionai

Lateral-Directional stability requires a positive Cnl3 and a negative CIg.

A positive Cnl3 ensures a restoring yawing rnornent when the aircraft is subjected

to a sideslip angle. A negative Clg ensures stability when disturbed during turns.

The tail and rudders were sized adequately to meet these requirements.

C. DYNAMIC STABILITY

1. Longiludinal

Table Vtl-2 lists the results obtained from the short-period and long

period (phugoid) approximations, and are compared with MIL-F-8587C

requirements for a class III, category B and C aircraft. At Mach= 0.2, the

aircraft was found to be stable, but exhibited a low natural frequency. At Mach

= 0.77, the short-period characteristics show a high natural frequency and low

damping. The phugoid mode damping was also too low. The responses exhibit a

high degree of oscillation out to ten seconds.

Mach = 0.2 Mach = 0.77 MIL-F-8785C

Short Period roots -.351±.5881i -.4355±I.1789i negative

S.P. damping .5125 .3465 0.35<(<1.3

S.P. nat. frequency .6849 1.2568 0. 7<_<1.2

-Long Period roots -.012±.1912i -.002±.0608i negative

L.P. damping .0626 .0329 _ > 0.4

L.P. nat. frequency .1916 .0608 -

Table VII-2
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b.

Plots of alpha and pitch rate responses are shown in Figures VII-la and

2. Lateral-Directional

Table VII-3 lists the results obtained from the Lateral-Directional

stability analysis and the Dutch-Roll Approximation. At Mach = 0.2, the roll

time constant proved to be too large. As can be seen from Figure VI1-2a,

response is very oscillatory out to 20 seconds for both yaw angle and roll rate.

At Mach = 0.77, Figure VII-2b shows both responses to be marginally stable.

The natural frequency and damping values are both too low to meet rail-standard

requirements.

Mach = 0.2 Mach = 0.77 MIL-F-8785C

Dutch-Roll roots -.14+.5234i -.0031+.2738i negative

D.R. damping ..2594 .0113 (>.08

D.R. nat. frequency .5419 .2739 _>.4

Roll Response root -.6888 -.8138 -

Roll nat. frequency .6888 .8138 -

Roll time constant 1.45 1.23 <1.4

Spiral root .0266 .0019 -

Spiral time constant 26.06 364.8 >12

Table Vll-3

D. STABILITY AUGMENTATION

1. Introduction

Due to the long settling time, and high speed cruise marginal stability, it

was decided to employ stability augrnentation about all three axes using state

variable feedback design techniques.
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2. Longitudinal

Flying qualities were enhancedin both short-period and phugoid ,nodes

with new pole locations as shown in Table VII-4. All deficiencies were

corrected with these new locations. Response is much quicker with no

oscillations. Figures VIl-3a through d show the reduced settling time and more

than 50% reduction in peak overshoot. This was achieved with relatively small

feedback gain amplitudes. Augmentation is such that flying qualities remain

consistent at both high and low speeds

S.P.

roots

S.P.

damping

L.P.

roots

L.P.

damping

L.P. nat.

freq.

Mach= 0.2

Unaugmented

-.351+.588i

.5125

.6849

-.012+.1912i

.0626

.1916

Mach= 0.2

Augmented

-.9+.7i

.7894

1.1402

-.012+.19i

.0626

Mach = 0.77

Unaugmented

-.435+I.179i

.3465

1.2568

-.002+.0608i

.0329

Mach = 0.77

Augmented

-.95+.7i

.8051

.1916 .0608

1.18

-.004+.067i

.0596

.0671

Table VII-4
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3. Lateral-Directional

As with longitudinal augmentation, lateral-directional augmentation was

performed to achieve consistent flying qualities at both low and high speeds.

Table VII-5 lists the new pole locations and new parameters. All deficiencies

were corrected. Figures VII-4a and b compare the yaw angle response to a

rudder impulse for the unaugmented and augmented systems.

D.R. roots

D.R.

damping

D.R. nat.

freq.

Roll root

Roll nat,

freq.

Roll time

constant

Mach = 0.2

Unaugmented

-.14+.52i

.2594

.5419

-.6888

.6888

I .45

Mach= 0.2

Augmented

-1.5+.6i

.9285

1.6155

-2

,5

Mach = 0.77

Unaugmented

-.0031+.27i

.0113

.2739

Mach= 0.77

Augmented

-i+.95i

.725

1.3793

-.8138 -.8138

.8138 .8138

1.23 1.23

Table VII-5
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VIII. AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

A. DESIGN GOALS

The design goals set for the systems engineering of the Dumbo aircraft

centered primarily around meeting or exceeding RFP requirements and

maximizing usage of off the shelf technologies. This approach provided

maximum advantages in procurement, maintainability, cost, reliability, weight

and operational integration into the fleet. The systems engineering of the Dumbo

aircraft is broken do_n into six categories: hydraulic, electrical, environmental,

auxiliary power, fuel and cargo systems.

B. SYSTEMS

1. Hydraulic System

Three separate systems provide Dumbo with hydraulic power. They

are the flight control system (FC), utility one (U1) and utility two (U2).

The flight control system provides power to all flight controls, both

rudder segments, all rnain wing leading/trailing edge control surfaces, and

canard wing leading/trailing edge control surfaces, through the primary half of a

dual tandem actuator. The dual tandem actuator also receives power from one of

the utility systems. The FC system has its own reservoir and accumulator, both

located in the upper fuselage main wing root area. The flight hydraulic system is

energized by six engine-driven pumps, one on each of Dumbo's engines, and any

two are capable of meeting the maximum possible system demand.

UI provides power to approximately half of the flight controls

including the upper rudder segment, the inner segment of the canard's
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leading/trailing edge control surfaces and the outer three segments of the main

wing's leading /trailing edge control surfaces. The remaining flight controls

receive power through U2. U1 and U2 both provide power to the following

systems through dual tandem actuators: aft ramp, aft clam shell doors, nose

visor, nose ramp, upper deck ramp, landing gear steering and wheel brakes. The

U1 system also provides power to extend and retract the landing gear. In an

emergency, the landing gear can be extended by pressurizing the extension

system with U2. The U2 system provides power to the landing gear kneeling

system. Braking is accomplished by both the UI and U2 systems supplying half

the wheels each per strut. U1 is powered by a pump on each of the odd

numbered engines, an 5' tv, o of w'hich are capable of meeting the maximum

system demand, and by APU #2 which can meet all the system's demand alone.

U2 is similarly supplied with power from even numbered engines and APU #1.

U1 and U2 each have their own reservoir and accumulator located in the vicinity

of the APU associated with the respective system.

All three systems operate at 5000psi and are equipped with appropriate

level and pressure sensing instruments that are relayed to the cockpit. The three

systems are configured so that loss of any one system should have virtually no

impact on the aircraft, and _ith the loss of any two systems, control of the

aircraft can be maintained. Future control analysis will determine if the flight

controls have been optimally split between UI and U2.

Hyraulic schematic is shown in Figure VIII-1.
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2. Electrical System

The electrical system consist of four 100 KVA generators, one on each

of the four inner engines, two transformer rectifiers, batteries and a 50 KVA

generator on each of the APU's for emergency and ground power.

The primary power sources are the AC generators, any two of which

could carry the entire load in flight. Power distribution is broken down as

shown in Figure VIII-2. Each generator has it's own protection relay

automatically disconnecting a faulty generator. A bus tie relay automatically

prevents loss of power in the event both generators on the same side drop off

line.

D.C. power is provided by two transformer rectifiers, either of which

satisfy all of the D.C. power requirements. A D.C. bus tie relay prevents power

loss from D.C. buses in the event of a transformer rectifier failure. A battery

can supply power to the essential D.C. buses in the event of a total power failure,

but is primarily present to start the APU's. The battery is continually trickle

charged when A.C. power is available.

Whenever electrical power demands exceed available power, non-

essential busses are automatically shed, but can be manually brought back on line.

An external power receptacle is provided in the side of the fuselage forward of

the canard.

A general schematic of the electrical system is shown in Figure VIII-2.
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3. Auxiliary Power Units

Two auxiliary power units are incorporated into the Dumbo. The), are

located on either side, in the aircraft belly, aft of the nose gear and can be

operated in flight and on the ground. The APU's provide electrical power,

hydraulic power and bleed air. Using the main fuel supply, each APU has an

intake on its respective side of the fuselage and exhausts out the bottom of the

aircraft. The APU's are capable of being started with Dumbo's batter), or by a

hydraulic pressure accumulator in the U2 system.

4. Environmental Control

The environmental control system pressurizes the aircraft and provides

hot or cold air as desired. This is accomplished with compressor bleed air

tapped off of all six engines, which is cooled under pressure through fuel heat

exchangers, then expanded to provide cool air. Additional bleed air is mixed in

directly to obtain the desired output temperature, and electrical blowers provide

circulation. Separate temperature control is provided for the cabin

air/pressurization, avionics cooling, and wind screen heating. Pressurization is

maintained through the use of inflatable seals around the cabin doors, nose visor,

etc. The seals are inflated with bleed air when the aircraft is in a "weight off

wheels" condition. An)' of the seals can be manually over ridden in flight. A

set of liquid oxygen (LOX) bottles in the nose of the aircraft provide the flight

crew with oxygen in the event the plane is either intentionally or unintentionally

depressurized at altitude.

Both APU's are tied into the bleed air system and can provide air

conditioning in addition to starting air for the main engines.
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Engine, wing and wind screen deicing is accomplished with hot bleed

air while pitot heating and prop fan deicing is accomplishedelectrically.

5. Fuel System

Dumbo is capable of holding 1.7 million pounds or 261,500 gallons of

JP-4 (usable) within its main and canard wings. Each half of the canard holds a

total of 12,200 gallons split between three fuel cells, for a total of 158,630

pounds of fuel in the canard. Each side of the main wing holds 118,500 gallons,

divided between six fuel cells, for a total of 1,541,370 pounds of fuel in the main

wing.

Each of the main wing fuel _ tanks is equipped with a transfer]boost

pump capable of supplying all three engines on that wing. Each of the canard

tanks is equipped with a transfer to aid in fuel transfer to the engines or main

wing tanks and two transfer pumps at the canard wing's low point in case any

one of the other transfer pumps fail. Fuel can be transferred from any one tank

to another. This can be done automatically by the flight control computers to

maintain a specific center of gravity for the aircraft or manually. All tanks can

be refueled through single point refueling and to facilitate rapid refueling, four

such locations have been incorporated in Dumbo, on either side of the fuselage

aft of the canard wing, and underneath the main wing. All of the tanks are

vented and nearly the entire fuel load can be dumped in flight. Fuel tank

pressurization with bleed air assists with fue] transfer, feed and dumping.

Fuel system schematic is shown in VIII-3.
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6. Cargo Provisions

Dumbo incorporates a main cargo deck 200 ft by 33 ft. It is 15 ft high

in the center and tapers to 10.5 ft high at the sides. A hydraulically controlled

nose visor and ramp provide access through the nose of the aircraft. Rear access

to the main cargo deck is provided by a hydraulically controlled ramp and clam

shell doors aft of the ramp. The aft ramp is capable of being opened in flight to

permit aerial delivery of cargo or troops. Personnel access may also be obtained

through personnel access doors located on either side of the fuselage, equipped

with a boarding ladder. Removeable cargo handle roller strips can be placed in

the floor to facilitate handling palletized cargo, or they may be removed to allow

vehicles to drive up on the floor. The floor is stressed to permit M-1A tanks to

drive on and park two abreast. The flooring is equipped with non-protruding

anchor points at regular intervals. Standard 108 inch wide, type V airdrop

pallets can be built up to any desired length and positioned in three rows.

The upper cargo deck is 20 ft wide and 185 ft long. The last 30 ft of

the deck is hinged at the forward end, and can be hydraulically lowered to

become a ramp to the upper deck. Typically, the upper deck cargo is off loaded

through the cargo doors either side of the fuselage, forward and aft of the main

wing. Personnel access doors at the aft end of the upper cargo deck can either be

used as an aerial exit for paratroopers or with an appropriate ground

accommodation ladder for passenger loading. The upper cargo deck is ten feet

high except where the main wing carry through reduces clearance to five and

one half feet. The entire upper deck can be rigged with jump seats to carry

approximately 500 personnel. No provision is incorporated within the aircraft
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to provide emergency oxygen. Emergency oxygen will be available in the

removeable troop seats.

Hydraulic power from the U2 system, and electrical power run the

length of both cargo decks and can be tapped to power cargo handling and

ejection systems. Additionally, a data bus into the main aircraft computer can be

accessed to give the computer control over the ejection of airborne cargo

deliveries.

C. SURVIVABILITY

The mission of the Dumbo Global Transport does not dictate that a concerted

effort be made to include survivability in the design. However, because this is a

military transport, vulnerability reduction was included. The Dumbo "kill tree"

is shown in Figure VIII-4.

The most likely threat to the Dumbo is the long range air launched semi-

active homing missile with a high explosive fragmentation warhead. The aircraft

fuel system is the most vulnerable area with nearly 25,000 square feet of surface

in the canard and main wing, Damage will most likely be caused by ballistic

impact, penetration, hydraulic ram and combustion.

To counter the damage processes, the fuel tanks are self-sealing to

penetration by 2 1/2 gram fragments (.7 cm). An On board Inert Gas

Generating System (OBIGGS) is incorporated to prevent combustion. All tanks

have backing board to protect against hydraulic ram, and there is a linear fire

extinguishing system for dry bays.

The remaining vulnerability enhancement features were added through

redundancy with separation mainly due to the complexity and size of the

transport. These include: six engines, two fiber optic flight control paths, four
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electrical generators, two auxiliary power units and six hydraulic pumps to

power three hydraulic systems. Any two of the hydraulic pumps are able to

meet the demand of the aircraft. To do this, the system operates at 5000 psi,

which beneficially reduces hydraulic line size, actuator size and reservoir size.

The flight control system uses two flight control computers. The system

controls surface movement and hydraulic actuator operation. It is capable of

shutting off hydraulic fluid to damaged actuators and servos, and re-configuring

control surfaces. The computer also incorporates hydraulic level sensors to

warn of low levels. The computers also control fuel to the six engines. Only 2 of

which are needed for a safe landing after 1.2 million pounds of fuel burn/dump.

The electrical system is capable of functioning with only two generators.

The APU's are able to power the electrical and hydraulic systems (utility). Due

to its design, the only single point kill is destruction of the cockpit.

Susceptibility' reduction is accomplished only through reduction of infrared

signatures. This is accomplished through the diffusion of the hot exhaust gasses

by bypass air of the counter-rotating fans.
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IX. PRODUCTION

A. DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND PRODUCTION

L_

PHASES

To ensure operational capability, Flying Circus Design has outlined tile

acquisition process of the Dumbo heavy lifter, transpor! into five phases, shown

in Figure IX-I.
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Figure IX-!

f

1. Concep! Exploralion and Definition

This phase involved the exploration of alternative_ to meet RFP

requirements, definilion of the most promising system concepl, and tile

developmen! of supporting analysis. This phase also included the development of

a proposed acquisition slrategy.

2. Demonstration and Validation

The objectives of this phase are to better define Ihe critical design

characteristics and expected capabilities of tile system, to demonstrate that tile
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technologies critical to the concept can be incorporated into the system design,

and to establish a proposed Development Baseline that contains refined program

cost, schedule and performance objectives. Test and Evaluation (T&E) during

this phase will validate the approach and demonstrate that the aircraft/systems,

through the fabrication and testing of an initial prototype can be built to meet

operational needs. The Test & Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP), the controlling

document that defines the T&E program, will establish the overall schedule of

development and operational T&E in two phases as follows:

a. The Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E) phase will

accomplish the following: assist in the design and development process,

demonstrate that design risk_ have been minimized, estimate systems' military

utility, evaluate compatibilit_,./inter-operability with existing or planned

equipment/systems, verify attainment of performance specifications/objectives,

and provide assurance that the aircraft is ready for testing in an operational

environment.

b. The Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) will be planned and

conducted by Operational Test and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFOR). OT&E is

divided into Initial OT&E (IOT&E), accomplished prior to the Production and

Deployment decision, and Follo,,v-on OT&E (FOT&E) conducted during the

Production and Deployment Phase. FOT&E is to ensure initial production items

meet operational effectiveness and suitability, identify needed changes, provide

information on doctrine and personnel requirements and to provide data to

support or verify adequacy of manuals and supporting plans.

At the completion of the demonstration and validation phase,

development approval shall be gained.
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3. Engineering and Manufacturing Development

During this phase, Flying Circus Design will interact with the

Department of Defense's Program Office to participate in the tradeoffs necessary

to refine system and development specifications. Using one pre-production

prototype, the Technical Evaluation (TECHEVAL) and Operational Evaluation

(OPEVAL) will demonstrate that the aircraft/systems and support package of

plans, procedures, spares and support equipment are ready for production and

deployment to the fleet.

a. TECHEVAL. An equipment oriented evaluation based on technical

parameters, duplicating the operating conditions and environment that will be

encountered in OPEVAL and in operational use to ensure aircraft/systems are

ready for OPEVAL. TECHEVAL results must demonstrate that: engineering is

complete, all significant design problems and solutions have been identified,

aircraft/system is functioning in an acceptable manner, all specified objectives

and performance thresholds are met, and a high probability of successful

performance in the OPEVAL exists.

b. OPEVAL. Conducted by OPTEVFOR, with the results, in

combination with TECHEVAL and all prior testing, determining the

effectiveness and suitability for operational use.

The primary goal of the engineering and manufacturing development

phase is to acquire final production approval.

4. Production and Deployment

Testing during this phase is to reveal minor discrepancies to be

corrected. A Production Acceptance Test and Evaluation will ensure the

production aircraft/systems satisfy contract specifications.
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5. Operations and Support

This phase overlaps the deployment phase because support for new

systems must start immediately upon fielding, although production could

continue for many years.

B. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Flying Circus Design is structured as depicted below.
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Figure IX-2
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X. COST AND QUALITY

A. COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

Cost analysis was completed using the Rand Cost Estimating relationship

(CER) outlined in reference (21). The life cycle cost (LCC) was utilized to

estimate the cost from the aircraft's "cradle to grave". This will include the

development, test and evaluation phase (DT&E), the acquisition and the

operations phase. Production quantities were established as one test and

evaluation aircraft and 12 additional aircraft to service the world's transport

needs for a total of 13. The total aircraft cost was divided into the three major

categories listed above. The monetary amounts were adjusted to 1992 dollars by

an economic escalation factor and the use of current "wrap rates" provided by

aerospace facts and figures. These wrap rates which are hourly rates are shown

as follows:

Engineering $66.48

Tooling $68.29

Quality Control $62.33

Manufacturing $56.36

Tables X- 1

COSTS.

and X-2 provide a breakdown of the DT&E and Production
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TOTAL DT&E COST

TOTAL DT&E COST COST IN MILLIONS

Airframe Engineering

Development Support

Flight Test Aircraft

Engines

Labor

Mat'l & Equip

Tooling

Quality Control

Flight Test Operations

36.27

1594.25

43.96

3008.92

207.25

21,991.24

454.96

5053.30

Subtotal

10% Adjustment

Total DT&E Cost

162.65

27662.15

2766.21

30428.37

30.428 Billion

Table X-1
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TOTAL PRODUCTION COST

PRODUCTION COST

Engines

Manufacturing Labor

Material and Equipment

Sustaining Equipment

Tooling

Quality Control

Subtotal

10 % Adjustment

Total Production Cost

COST IN MILLIONS

435.35

5862.11

314.72

34658.45

4682.70

762.06

46715.39

4671.54

51386.93

= 51.4 Billion

Table X-2

These calculations represent a unit cost of 6.29 billion dollars per copy. Of

course if it is deemed necessary to produce more aircraft to meet future

transport needs, this unit cost will decrease significantly.

A cost analysis would not be complete without examining operation and

maintenance costs. Table X-3 is provided to examine these costs. It utilizes the

cost analysis procedure outlined in reference ( 21 ).
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Crew Ratio

Flight Hrs per Year per Aircraft

Maintenance Man Hrs per Flight Hr.

Average Fuel Burned per Flight Hr.

Yearly Fuel Costs

Yearly Maintenance Costs

Yearly Crev, Costs

Total Yearly Operating Cost

Total Operations and Maintenance costs

(over 20 )'ear service life)

1.5

1000.0

30.0

7200.0

93.6 M

15.6 M

4.7 M

113.9 M

2.28 B

Table X-3

B. QUALITY

The primary tool used by the design team to establish priorities and define

goals for each phase of the design process was the House of Quality. In the earl),

stages of design, the team developed the first House of Quality to decide where

priorities would be with relation to the RFP and how the specific requirements

interrelated with aircraft performance parameters (Figures X-4,5 and 6). Next,

the individual requirements were ranked according to their relative importance.

The design team ranked weight as the number one priority and range as the

second. These decisions influenced ever), area of the design throughout the
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the product characteristics. Here, the design specifications were correlated to

aircraft parameters to determine their relative importance.
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[louse of Quality for Product " Characterlstlcs

A/C CHARACTERISTICS
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llouse of Quality for Product Characterlst]cs
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XI. SUMMARY

A. SUMMARY

The design of this transport aircraft has evolved through two iterations. The

next step involves multiple iterations in all design areas. Performance,

structures, and propulsion require the most attention. The main source of

difficulty in designing an aircraft to meet the given RFP requirements was

finding data on aircraft of similar size to compare critical parameters.

It was clear that for this type of aircraftl weight is ihe most dominant factor

in the design process. Burning fuel to carry fuel was indeed realized. Finally,

the wing root loading problem would require extensive analysis for both peak

and vibrational loading.

The Dumbo aircraft met or exceeded all RFP requirements.
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